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1. Topics for students

(1) Measurable partitions, partitions subordinate to foliations, partial order by
refinement on partitions [CK12]

(2) Conditional measures associated to a measurable partition [CK12]
(3) Metric entropy of a map [CK12], and of a diffeomorphism [LY85b, Theorem

C’]
(4) Ledrappier–Young: [LY85a] Theorem A, Theorem B
(5) Pinsker partition, ergodic decomposition [CK12]; Pinsker refines ergodic

decomposition for C2 diffeomorphism ([LY85a, Theorem B] plus Birkhoff
ergodic theorem)

(6) Amenability, Amenability of Z2 actions, examples of Z2 action and invariant
measures

(7) Statement of Rudolph’s ×2 × 3 measure rigidity, Statement of Katok-
Spatzier for Z2-actions on T

3.

2. Bibliography

Entropy, measurable dynamics, and smooth ergodic theory:

[CK12]: a nice expository paper that includes a good explanation of
entropy, measurable partitions, conditional measures, measures subordinate
to foliations, and the Pinsker partition.

[EL10] also includes a lot of background material as well as an overview
of various measure rigidity results.

Other standard sources are [KH95,Roh67,Roh52]
Ledrappier–Young: [LY85a, LY85b] particularly Theorem A, Theorem B.

Also Theorem C’ for the general entropy formula.
Outline of Katok–Spatzier: [KK01, Section 2]. This is mostly what I will

follow. There is some background missing which is hopefully in the above.
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